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A Message from the CEO 

Welcome to the Spring ‘21 SustainaWOOL News! 

This edition marks the completion of the 2nd year 
of AWEX operation of SustainaWOOL – a period 
of challenge and importantly achievement. 

 COVID has continued to impact our lives and 
markets – yet the Australian wool industry 
has maintained trading activity and export 
continuity throughout the last 20 months due 
to an enormous collaborative effort by all 
sectors. Wool auctions have not missed a 
beat, and wool prices have recovered much 
of their lost ground. 

 The 2021 NWD review was completed, and 
the new version (9.0) will be implemented on 
1st Jan 2022. 

 SustainaWOOL experienced a 50% increase 
in the number of our post-farmgate 
partnerships over the past 12 months. 

 We experienced a great response to our 
creation of the certified GOLD membership 
tier, which has grown to 12 members in a 
short space of time, with more in progress. 

 The SustainaWOOL website was renovated 
and is now live – check it out, as we’d love to 
receive your feedback. 

 SustainaWOOL is going social (social media 
that is). More to come on this development 
and how you can stay connected. 

 We welcomed Stephanie Balla to the team – 
Steph is our Project Officer and handles our 
membership matters. 

Thank you for your ongoing membership and 
support of SustainaWOOL and be assured that 
we will continue to work hard to add value to 
your business.   

 

 

 
Mark Grave 
Chief Executive Officer 

New supply chain partners 

Over the past 12 months, we have welcomed 11 
new Supply Chain Partners.  These include: 

 

Established in 1924, Loro Piana is an Italian-
based part of the LVMH group, recognised 
worldwide for the purchasing and processing of 
cashmere, vicuna and extrafine wool. 

 

  

 

Zhejiang Xinao Textiles Inc., established in 1991, 
is now one of the world’s leading wool 
processors.  Xinao Textiles encompasses 
scouring, topmaking, chemical treatments, 
dyeing and spinning of wool and cashmere. 

 
 
 
 
Based in Brendola in northern Italy, Volcar S.r.l. 
specialises in the manufacture of high-end luxury 
knitwear garments using the finest yarns.  
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Headquartered in Biella in northern Italy, Filidea 
S.r.l. belongs to the Marchi & Fildi Group, an 
international spinning group producing yarns 
since 1965.     

Delivering to over 176 countries around the 
world, Matches Fashion is a London-based 
fashion clothing retailer, operating both online 
and through retail outlets. 

 

 

 

Biella-based Textile Services and Solutions is a 
specialist supplier of premium cashmere, wool 
and silk to the textile industry. 

 

 

 

Gordon Litchfield Wool is a family-owned wool 
broking business with wool stores in Yass and 
Cooma, in southern NSW. 

 
Techwool Trading is a leading supplier of 
Australian greasy wool to the world, and 
purchases at auction and direct from farm. 

 

 

 

 
Cape Wools SA is the official industry 
representative organisation of the entire South 
African wool industry.  Cape Wools owns the 
Sustainable Cape Wools Standard, which is now 
recognised as the equivalent of SustainaWOOL’s 
GOLD and GREEN tiers.   

 
 

 
ChemCERT is an industry-based training 
organisation for farm chemical users, with 
services available to members across QLD, 
NSW, VIC and SA.  If you are looking to update 
your qualifications, reach out to ChemCERT. 

 

 

WoolQ is an online platform where wool growers, 
classers, brokers and buyers can access digital 
tools and take part in online selling of wool, and 
industry networking. We work with WoolQ to 
ensure integrity of data represented through 
WoolQ, and to support those SustainaWOOL 
members who utilise WoolQ for wool marketing. 

 
Member financial benefits 

After a difficult and COVID-affected 2020, the 
price and passed-in rate benefits enjoyed by 
SustainaWOOL growers have shown positive 
signs of recovery so far in 2021. 

So far in 2021, SustainaWOOL GREEN and BLUE 
members typically received around 2 – 3 % more 
for their fleece wool than equivalent non-
members, or those who don’t complete the NWD 
or use pain relief when mulesing.  
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SustainaWOOL growers also benefit from a 2% 
lower passed-in rate for their fleece wool. 

Using a nominal $2,000 value per bale of 18-
micron fleece, a 2% premium received means our 
typical membership fee ($150 incl. GST) is 
recouped with the sale of only 4 fleece bales. 

 

SustainaWOOL GOLD 

In October 2020 we introduced a new 
certification option for our members – 
SustainaWOOL GOLD.  Our GOLD growers aim 
for the highest production standards and are 
prepared to be role models. GOLD growers:   

 Administer effective pain relief for tail docking 
and castration as part of a non-mulesing 
production systems. 

 Move the wool traceability bar higher by 
using the AWEX Wool Clip app & eBale tags. 

 Are committed to demonstrating the sound 
land stewardship practices now trendily 
termed ‘regenerative’.  

 Are passionate contributors to their local 
community and wider farming community. 

We have been overjoyed with your support for 
this level of certification and we would like to 
thank our first 12 SustainaWOOL GOLD 
members who have taken up this opportunity: 

 Michael & Cathy Blake, “Bally Glunin Park”, 
Hamilton 

 Danny Flannery, “Boorowa Flats”, Galong. 
 Richard Keniry, “Kildara”, Cumnock. 
 Roger & Karen Warren, “Cains”, Boorowa. 
 Noel & Lyndsay Henderson, “Avington 

Farm”, Sidonia. 
 Richard Bell, “Paling Yards”, Taralga. 
 Michael & Milly Taylor, “Taylors Run”, 

Kentucky. 
 Susan Holden & Mal Nicholson, “Overdale”, 

Concongella. 
 Simon Cameron, “Kingston”, Conara, TAS. 
 Ian & Helen Cathles, “Cookmundoon”, Wee 

Jasper 
 Norm Smith, “Glenwood”, Spicers Creek 
 Stephen Sprigg, “Happy Sheeps”, 

Muckinbudin WA. 
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After the mob has moved on - AWEX Farm Inspector 
Jim Meckiff and owner Danny Flanery assessing post-
grazing ground cover levels at ‘Boorowa Flats’, 18th 
Nov 2021.  
 

Revisions to our brand tiers 

Since our foundation in 2015, SustainaWOOL’s 
brand structure has been based around a 3 
trademarked logos: 1 overarching trademark and 
2 subsidiary marks reflecting mulesing status: 

 

While this 3-trademark model has served us well, 
weaknesses have become evident, not least 
being low downstream recognition of the GREEN 
and BLUE logos, especially by the colour blind! 

In a nutshell, our challenge has been to reduce 
confusion and better differentiate our BLUE 
members. 

After consulting partners, we have elected to 
simplify and clarify our structure so that we only 
have 2 trademarks, clearly different from each 
other. 

 

 

This development allows us to simplify our 
strategy (3 trademarks to 2), reduce confusion 
about meaning, and give us logos which are 
different in monochrome. 

What does this mean for you? 

 For growers, the changes are very minor.  We 
will issue new bale stencils to existing BLUE 
members upon renewal and generate a BLUE-
specific version of the Grower Manual. 

 For our downstream partners, the changes 
proposed will reduce barriers to marketing of 
SustainaWOOL as a scheme to those only 
interested in non-mulesed supply chains, and 
also reduce confusion about what the 
trademarked logos actually mean. 

 It will also assist our efforts to foster 
recognition of equivalence between existing 
wool sustainability integrity schemes. 
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An AWEX SustainaWOOL farm inspection 
underway at John and Yvonne Brewis’s 
‘Coorlong’, near Karabeal in Western Victoria, 
10th May 2021.  AWEX Farm Inspector Leigh 
Kildey is pictured with farm manager Coby 
Brewis. 

 

Harmonisation of integrity schemes 

Increasingly, sustainability and integrity matter as 
part of brand and retail marketing strategies.  This 
has led to proliferation of wool integrity standards 
around the world, many privately owned. 

While diversity is healthy, it can also create 
challenges for the supply chain, including causing 
inventory issues and needless compliance 
expense for downstream processor. 

The problems are severe for growers, often faced 
with repetitive inspections from parallel integrity 
schemes, and increasing audit fatigue and time 
wastage. 

A real danger is that if ignored, these 
developments will not add to global wool demand, 
but only add to the costs incurred in satisfying 
that demand.  If this is the case, the only 
beneficiaries will probably be the companies 
selling compliance services along the pipeline. 

Over the past 15 months, AWEX has led an 
international forum through IWTO which has 
brought together representatives of all the key 
wool sustainability schemes, with a view of 
encouraging communication, harmonisation, and 
exploring efficiencies. 

This process, the IWTO Sustainable Standards 
Task Team, has been successful in bringing 
schemes together including Segard Masurel’s 
Abelusi®, The Schneider Group’s Authentico®, 
the Sustainable CapeWools Standard, 
Chargeurs’ NATIVA®, Textile Exchange’s 
Responsible Wool Standard, New Zealand 
Merino’s ZQ®, and the SustainaWOOL integrity 
schemes, and progressed the basis for technical 
harmonisation. 

There are enormous opportunities for all in our 
industry from cooperation and harmonisation in 
this area, including between the sheep meat and 
wool sectors, and there are already some very 
positive developments in this space, with more in 
the pipeline.  

 

Partnership with Cape Wools SA 

While better known as rugby and cricket rivals, 
South Africa and Australia together have close to 
75% of the Merino ewes on the planet and 
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dominate supply of non-mulesed Merino to the 
global textile industry. 

Both countries also have industry-owned wool 
sustainability standards – Cape Wools’ 
Sustainable Cape Wools Standard, and AWEX’s 
SustainaWOOL Integrity Scheme, and Cape 
Wools utilises the AWEX NWD under license. 

Recognising the challenges our processing 
partners face in identifying sustainability-assured 
wool in consignments with lots from multiple 
grower countries, in August 2021 AWEX and 
Cape Wools SA have launched a collaboration to 
certifying non-mulesed Merino wool produced to 
their respective standards. 

The agreement recognises as equivalent the 
sustainability credentials of wool from South 
African growers compliant with the Sustainable 
Cape Wool Standard, and from SustainaWOOL 
GREEN and GOLD certified growers in Australia. 

This mutual recognition creates a more efficient 
and cost-effective certification process for our 
processing partners, eliminating the need for our 
partners to separately verify the certified 
sustainable content of South African and 
Australian wool in their processing lots, and 
paving the way for joint certification processes. 

 

 

Updated SustainaWOOL website 

During the lockdown, we have also been busy 
with things online – although not shopping! 

The SustainaWOOL website has had a mid-life 
update in the recent months, with changes being 
made to help increase the ease of navigation and 
to facilitate the launch of our first Ambassador 
Growers profiles online. 

We’ve added more resources for our members 
online, with access to useful record templates, 
including for agricultural chemical, animal health 
treatments, and animal mortality records. 

We are proud to release the profiles for two of our 
GOLD members so far (‘Bally Glunin Park’, and 
‘Taylors Run’), with more in progress. 

 

 

Check it out at https://sustainawool.com.au/  

 

Going social 

SustainaWOOL will also be journeying into the 
social media realm. 

We have been working with social media experts 
to establish a presence for SustainaWOOL 
across Facebook and Instagram, and we will also 
be releasing a podcast series of interviews on 
Youtube with our Ambassador Growers.  

To connect with us, please use the following links: 

https://www.instagram.com/sustainawool.au/  

https://www.facebook.com/sustainaWOOL  

By connecting with us and having an input, 
together we can raise awareness of 
SustainaWOOL and support our partners. 
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National Wool Declaration Update 

The 2021 review of the National Wool Declaration 
(NWD) is now complete and the new v9.0 NWD 
will come into effect from 1st January 2022. 

The review focussed on the identification of wool 
from sheep treated with liquid nitrogen as well as 
the categories of the NWD as they relate to each 
other. The approved changes are: 

 Recognition of liquid nitrogen as a method 
of breech modification – denoted by the 
symbol LN when not accompanied by 
provision of pain relief, and LA when 
accompanied by an APVMA-approved 
analgesic product (e.g., Metacam-20 or 
Buccalgesic. 
 
The image below shows the 2 new mob 
status categories.  Only NM, LA, and AA 
are eligible for consideration in 
SustainaWOOL. 

 

 A 12-month time frame for both questions 
related to Ceased Mulesing (CM) – in the 
last 12 months, have any lambs born on 
the property in the last 12 months been 
mulesed, or have any mulesed or AA 
sheep been purchased? 

 

The change to the treatment of liquid nitrogen 
provides greater transparency to the wool buying 
trade as to the method of breech modification 
applied. 

How will this affect SustainaWOOL members? 

Firstly, all SustainaWOOL members are required 
to complete the NWD in an accurate manner, so 
we encourage your interest and awareness of 
the new version. 

Secondly, for SustainaWOOL purposes, 
treatment of lambs with liquid nitrogen is a form 
of breech modification which while bloodless, is 
likely to result in substantial inflammation. 

As the SustainaWOOL BLUE standard only 
accepts breech modifications where these are 
accompanied by effective pain and inflammation 
relief, liquid nitrogen must be accompanied by an 
APVMA-approved analgesic product (so, must 
be LA) to be eligible for SustainaWOOL. 

The table below outlines the alignment of NWD 
mob status with SustainaWOOL brand tiers. 

NWD mob 
status 

Eligible SustainaWOOL 
brand tier 

NM, CM 
(GREEN & GOLD members) 

AA, LA 

(BLUE members) 
 

For more information on the NWD and the review 
outcomes, visit the AWEX website at 
https://www.awex.com.au/standards/national-
wool-declaration-nwd/    

Or alternatively, contact Dr Kerry Hansford by: 
Email:   khansford@awex.com.au 
or telephone: 03 9318 0277 
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COVID-19 and our farm inspections  

Over the past 18 months, COVID travel 
restrictions have impacted our ability to conduct 
farm inspections, which for many SustainaWOOL 
members and partners is an important part of our 
value proposition. 

In these extraordinary times, we do ask for your 
patience and understanding, but also your 
confidence that we take the health and wellbeing 
of our growers and inspectors very seriously. 

Our inspectors comply with detailed COVID-safe 
protocols which are provided to the grower 
before the inspection.  When inspections do 
resume over the coming weeks and months, 
these protocols will remain in place, in the 
interests of everyone. 

 

New Staff Member 

In December 2020, we welcomed a new member 
to the SustainaWOOL team – Stephanie Balla.  
Steph hails from near Tamworth in northern NSW 
and completed a Bachelor of Rural Science at 
UNE with Honours. 

Steph has taken on the role of Project Officer – 
Integrity Systems, based in Sydney, and is 
responsible for grower memberships and 
engagement, and social media. 

Steph is contactable by telephone on (02) 9428 
6100, or by email at sballa@awex.com.au 

 

Revisions to membership renewal 
As a not-for-profit, member-owned integrity 
systems company, AWEX is constantly looking for 
ways to reduce cost burdens for our members 
while delivering improved services. 

For SustainaWOOL, a major source of back-
office cost and complexity is our annual renewal 
model, where growers are required to renew their 
Grower Declaration and membership on the 
anniversary of their last renewal. 

Under this model, renewals occur any time of the 
year. 

After internal review, in the 2021/22 season 
SustainaWOOL renewals will transition to a 
revised model where: 

- We require growers to renew their 
membership and Grower Declaration every 2 
years (halving the time burden for growers), 
and 

- Renewals will occur during the month of July 
each year – at the start of the new financial 
year. 

These changes will reduce time costs for 
members and our staff, without reducing the 
integrity of the scheme. 

Growers will still be required, as they are now, to 
advise of any material changes to their Grower 
Declarations between renewals. 

We will begin to roll out the new model in the 
October – December quarter of 2021 and will 
write to all members to provide further detail in the 
coming months. 
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Revised Grower Declaration & Manual 
Over the past 6 months, we have been steadily 
working on a revised Grower Declaration (v8.0) 
and new Grower Manual. 

The revised Declaration features clearer 
language, some additional practices to consider, 
and an additional module which applies to our 
GOLD growers. 

We will be releasing the new versions in the 
coming months as we finalise the publication 
process and will keep you well informed. 

 

 

 

This may tickle a bit…shearing ewes at ‘Kingston’ TAS. 

 

 

 

 

AWEX WoolClip Update 
AWEX WoolClip is a user-friendly web and App 
tool which facilitates the transfer of information 
between upstream and downstream parties in the 
wool pipeline.  

From an on-farm perspective WoolClip provides 
wool growers and wool classers the tools to 
capture and transform mob and bale data into 
Specification, Consignment and National Wool 
Declaration (NWD) documents, always using the 
most up to date versions. 

On completion these 
documents are released 
instantly to the nominated 
marketing organisation in 
data (server to server) and 
document formats. 
WoolClip is also eBale 
ready, allowing for greater 
traceability from farm 
through the supply chain. 

New features 

WoolClip is the backbone and primary interface 
for the AWEX e-bale project. E-bale uniquely 
identifies each pack/bale. Using WoolClip each 
identifier is then associated with the details of the 
product, its origin, its destination and location of 
the bale on the journey.  

WoolClip now allows registered wool classers to 
view the test results of wool they have classed, 
along with the ability to review ad respond to clip 
inspection concerns raised by the AWEX 
technical team. 

WoolClip Training and Support 

Training is available 7 days a week and is usually 
delivered via phone or online. Additional online 
resources are available including a training site. 

To learn more about WoolClip and the benefits it 
can deliver, or to arrange a short training session: 

Email:  woolclip@awex.com.au 
Or call:  02 9428 6170. 
Or visit: https://www.woolclip.com.au/   
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Contact SustainaWOOL: 

 
Dr Paul Swan 
Program Manager - SustainaWOOL 
Mobile: 0466 932 035 
Email: pswan@awex.com.au 

 

 
 
 

Stephanie Balla 
Project Officer – Integrity Systems 
Desk: (02) 9438 6100 
Email: sballa@awex.com.au  


